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Author’s response to reviews:

Below, please find a point by point description of the formatting changes to our manuscript. These changes were made because they were requested by the Editorial Production Team. The revised manuscript should now be fully compliant with the manuscript style of BMC cancer.

Sincerely,
Stefan Ambs

Formatting changes requested

-------------------------------
Title - Please use sentence case in the title, both in the manuscript file and the submission system (i.e. remove all unnecessary capitals).

Response: Done

Country - Please remember to include the country in the affiliation details.

Response: Done

Running title - Please remove the running title from the title page.

Response: Done

Keywords section - Please remove the keywords section from the manuscript.

Response: Done

Section headings - Please use sentence case for all headings and sub-headings in the manuscript (i.e. remove all unnecessary capitals). For example Abstract not ABSTRACT.

Response: Done

Website addresses - Websites must be removed from the text, and cited from the main reference list only. If you are using referencing software such as EndNote or Refman, please ensure that your references are entered through the software rather than included in the manuscript reference list manually. Please present your reference in the following structure, e.g.

17. Website title [www.website.com].
Where possible, please avoid using long web addresses.

Response: We removed the website link. The website is described in reference [30].
Authors' contributions - Please indicate that all authors read and approved the final manuscript.

Response: Done

Tables - Table 2 has been divided into a and b. It is important that tables are numbered in ascending numerical order - 2 and 3 etc. Can we please ask that the tables are renumbered and any references to the tables in the text are updated to reflect these changes.

Response: Table 2b is now Table 3. We renumbered the other tables and made the changes in the text.